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CHRYSLER-FIAT’S PRODUCT PLAN

With Fiat platforms, Chrysler gets an Italian-style makeover
ETROIT — Over the next three years, Chrysler
Group will redesign most of its hottest-selling
vehicles on Fiat-derived platforms and install

new and more efficient automatic transmissions in a
majority of its vehicles. 

The changes are the results of Chrysler’s 2009 acquisi-
tion by Fiat S.p.A.

Chrysler is ramping up production of eight-speed au-
tomatic transmissions, which it will use for large rear-

wheel-drive vehicles. It also has begun building proto-
types of a new eight-speed automatic transmission for
front-wheel-drive models. Both gearboxes will improve
fuel economy.

Meanwhile, Chrysler will introduce European diesel
engines in a few light-duty vehicles and roll out at least
two new gasoline engines for others.

Several of Chrysler’s compact and mid-sized vehicles
will be redesigned to ride on Fiat’s CUSW platform, which

was introduced to North America on the 2013 Dodge Dart.
Its minivans, large sedans and coupes also are scheduled
for redesigns on new platforms. The Viper is returning to
the lineup late this year with a new brand, SRT.

Fiat will add an electric version of the 500 this year and
a small crossover, the 500X, in the 2015 model year.
Here are Chrysler-Fiat’s product plans from company
and other sources.

-Larry P. Vellequette
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Model year   2013              2014 2015

Fiat 500 Turbo debut        500 electric debut                 500X small crossover
500L high-roof                        debut

hatch debut

Alfa                                                  4C coupe debut                     Giulia sedan, wagon         Roadster debut
debut

Mid-sized SUV debut

Maserati                                         Quattroporte redesign           SUV debuts                       GranTurismo redesign
Mid-sized sedan debut

Ferrari California                  F12 Berlinetta debut             458 Italia freshening       California redesign
freshening              Enzo replacement debut

Dodge Viper re-engineer                   Likely Hornet                    Grand Caravan redesign
Dart compact debut               subcompact debut       Challenger redesign

Journey redesign

Chrysler brand                                                                             200 redesign                  Small crossover debut
300 refresh
Compact hatchback debut

Jeep Grand Wagoneer               Subcompact debut
SUV debut   

Grand Cherokee 
re-engineer

Liberty redesign

Ram Ram 1500 re-engineer          Ram 2500, 3500             
re-engineer                     

Small commercial 
van debut

Large commercial 
van debut

2013 SRT
VIPER GTS

FIAT 500
TURBO
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ETROIT — The Chrysler brand will end production of its
minivan, the Town & Country, in two years and replace it
with a smaller crossover.
The switch is part of CEO Sergio Marchionne’s plan to dif-

ferentiate the Chrysler brand and nudge it upscale. 
Town & Country: Production of the minivan will end in 2014, leav-

ing the traditional minivan segment to its sibling, the Dodge Grand
Caravan. 

Small crossover: The Town & Country will be replaced with an as-
yet-unnamed crossover for the 2015 model year that is likely to share
styling cues with the Chrysler 700C concept. The new crossover,
which could keep the Town & Country name, will share a platform
with a redesigned Dodge Grand Caravan, and perhaps a redesigned
Dodge Durango.

300: Chrysler’s large sedan will be refreshed in 2014 for the 2015
model year, along with the Dodge Charger and Challenger. The 300C
performance version will add launch control, which reduces wheel
spin and enhances torque delivery to the wheels.

200: The mid-sized sedan will be redesigned for the 2014 model
year on Fiat’s CUSW platform. The 200 will get a new nine-speed
transmission and new engine variants.

100: The new compact hatchback is scheduled to arrive for the
2015 model year, according to some analysts. But the launch could be
moved up depending on production availability. The car will share
Fiat’s CUSW platform.c

Small crossover
will replace
Chrysler minivan

Jeep adds big, small vehicles
Larry P. Vellequette

lvellequette@crain.com

ETROIT — The Jeep brand will add a small
and large vehicle in the next three years and
start using Fiat platforms.
The brand’s lineup will use new powertrains

to improve fuel economy. Executives insist the brand
will retain its off-road heritage, but many enthusiasts
fret that the Fiat platforms will be less capable off-road
than the models they replace.

Grand Wagoneer: The seven-seat Grand Wagoneer is
scheduled to replace the Dodge Durango in 2013 for
the 2014 model year. It will be built in the Detroit plant
that also produces the Grand Cherokee. Jeep wants the
Grand Wagoneer to compete with the Chevrolet Sub-
urban as a full-sized upscale SUV.

Grand Cherokee: Jeep will shorten the 2013 model
year for its top-of-the-line SUV to alter the powertrain.
For the 2014 model year, Chrysler plans to offer a 3.0-
liter diesel engine, eight-speed transmission and 8.4-
inch infotainment screen. The re-engineered Grand
Cherokee should be in showrooms next spring.

Wrangler: The Wrangler isn’t scheduled for a re-
design until 2017, though it is scheduled to get a heavy-
duty eight-speed transmission, likely in 2014.  

Liberty: Jeep will reveal its redesigned Liberty, which
may receive the Cherokee name again, in January as a
2014 model, with a new 3.2-liter V-6 engine and a nine-

The 700C, top and above, may hint at the future crossover’s design.

see JEEP, next page
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The re-engineered Jeep Grand Cherokee, shown in this
spy photo, is expected to be in showrooms next spring.
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